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Abstract. In the areas of secrecy or sensitive data management, the
public cloud paradigm is not currently well accepted. The root of this
problem arises from an inherent structural concept of restricted respon-
sibilities and the lack of trust from the cloud users’ perspective.

This work introduces a conceptual approach to user-centric policy
management for cloud usage, combined with an underpinning holistic
trust approach. Trust has to be established as a separate infrastructural
concept determining the level of user adjustability. This approach out-
lines how provisioning cloud users’ policies is combined with agent-based
trust establishment. An ontology-driven regulation concept enables for-
mal policy definitions and trustworthy real-time reasoning about current
trust levels, policy states, and pending security risks.
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1 Introduction

Although the proliferation of cloud computing seems to gradually be gaining
social recognition, the public cloud sector still lacks well-defined user acceptance
in specific business areas with high secrecy and privacy requirements. In the
past, this issue was discussed in detail in different studies from BITKOM [2] and
BSI [4], which have proved that a lack of trust and fear of risk in public cloud
services is the main obstacle to common user acceptance.

Trust becomes the fundamental key approach to open the public cloud for
use cases with high demands for security and privacy. Once the importance of
trust is established, a new problem arises from its nature. The level to which we
can be confident that a prescribed security policy controls a given behaviour is
the point that defines the level of trust assurance in general. The level at which
one can be confident that a behaviour is confined within a prescribed security
policy defines the level of trust assurance [3, p. 28] but trust can only be justified
through future confidence.

One of the biggest challenges is developing well-suited cloud user control
instruments to ascertain the accuracy of ones trust. Following the strategy of
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trust enables coupled organisations to gradually stabilise their relationship prop-
erties. The new dimensions resulting from trust–confidence in measured proper-
ties rather than blind trust–will have an important impact on cloud computing.

In this paper, we propose one instrument to formalise trust.

2 The Principles of Expectation in a Cloud Context

Adapting social principles of expectation to the cloud requires a full under-
standing of the concepts Semantic, Receipt, Success to develop coordinating and
expected pattern of behaviours. The user may define their expectations in terms
of policies, role definitions, or regulations for security, privacy, and reliability,
but the fact remains that all intended goals are not predictable and this reduces
the likelihood that public cloud usage will be accepted in regulated markets.

It is essential to build semantically richer representations of regulations
(Semantic). An unmistakable interpretation is one of the main factors in achiev-
ing reliable technical transformations. The process of defining policies needs
formal linguistic instruments to express regulations; these regulations must be
independent of specific business domains but should stay readable for people in
regard to different legal-requirement categories [1,8,17].

The aspect of Receipt is strongly involved with trustworthy technical entities.
Trustworthy and evaluated cloud entities, acting on behalf of the cloud user, are
the foundations of the cloud user’s confidence and extend his policy management
scope. Such entities, which are introduced in Sect. 3.1, are technically realised
through knowledge-driven cloud agents, able to enforce a cloud user’s policies in
a reliable and trustworthy manner [11].

The aspect of Success can only be guaranteed through a strong link between
the cloud user’s policy definitions and the trustworthy policy-enforcing entities.
Only a measurable concept of trust successfully establishes the cloud user’s con-
fidence that his regulation requirements will be reliably enforced and remain
compliant in regard to his expectations.

3 The Trust Concept

Following the arguments from Sect. 2, the strong relationship between regula-
tion and trust can be emphasised. Unfortunately, current standardisation efforts
like TOSCA [12] to provide flexible and efficient capabilities for service orches-
tration, service deployment, and cloud-application policy management follow a
functionally driven approach; they do not currently provide bases of trust com-
mensurate with their objectives to improve life-cycle processes for cloud-service
provisioning and policy management.

Above all other security aspects, the central key concept is a trusted identity.
The assurance in identity established by secure authentication is a necessary
condition of regulation. Once users securely authenticate an entity based on its
claimed identity, a security context has to be established to regulate its states
and behaviour.
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3.1 Trustworthy Knowledge-Based Agent

The architectural design depicted in Fig. 1 outlines the main process of enforcing
different conceptualised policies in a public cloud architecture.

Fig. 1. Knowledge-based agent architecture

The knowledge-based agent (KB Agent) demonstrates that a scope of reg-
ulation can only be successfully extended if the transition follows a prepared
chain of points of trust. For that reason, each agent has to be technically linked
to a root-of-trust (see interface ITrust) using the Trust-Establishment-Protocol
introduced in Sect. 3.3.

The knowledge-based agent is connected to a knowledge base using the
interface IQuery, which is represented through a multiple ontology providing
formal described regulation instructions. Based on the interface IPenforce, the
knowledge-based agent is responsible for realising a concept of Transformation
formally defined in the regulation ontology.

The Transformation concept is a bridge between a knowledge-based mod-
elled policy concept and a concrete external cloud system. The subconcepts
of Transformation are responsible for adapting declarative defined rules into
system-specific, technically executable instructions.

Within the prior work [11], different technical approaches were evaluated and
some were implemented as part of a proof of concept. The component Policy-
Execution Abstraction depicted in Fig. 1 represents a Java-based realisation of
Transformation.
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3.2 Trust-Hierarchy Provisioning

Regulations have to find a base of trust as a precondition to effectively acting
on the cloud user’s intentions. The topic of trust becomes an ingrained part of
the concept of regulation, expressing their intrinsic value as a whole.

The model of a Knowledge-based-Agent (KB Agent) approach to controlling
policies, depicted in Fig. 1, represents only a small extract of the holistic trust-
architectural design concept depicted in Fig. 2, which was introduced in [9] and
provides the evaluated base for policy expressiveness and transformation as part
of a trust-establishment conceptualisation.

The dynamically established network consists of linked Trust Points, each
Trust Point representing a Policy Authority from a regulation point of view.
In comparison to social coupling, this kind of architecture claims regions of
the cloud user’s responsibilities and reflects his dynamically extended scope of
regulation. Each established Trust Point acts as a single authority responsible
for specific scopes of policy.

The provisioning of Trust Points establishes identifiable entities. The gate
to all factors of trust management is the trust in identity [3]. Therefore, the
assurance of a secure authentication of identity becomes essential. The process
of establishing trustworthy entities has to be combined with the establishment
of a cloud-user security context, the user’s base of trust on the cloud sys-
tem’s premises. The establishment of a cloud-user security context requires new
interfaces for mutual negotiations between user and provider. After a success-
ful negotiation, the cloud user’s scope of regulation is extended with the newly
established base of trust.

Assuming that each Policy Authority has established a secure session with
the central policy knowledge base, the assignment of policies to a specific Pol-
icy Authority is declaratively expressed through the method targetToZone and
is linked to a domain-specific area. The architectural model depicted in Fig. 2
can potentially satisfy different trust-design requirements. The range of specific
authorities can be separated, provides a base for modularisation, and enforces
principles of separation of duty.

3.3 Trust-Establishment Protocol

The network of trust needs specific policies to regulate the establishment of Trust
Points. Besides policies for deployment, actor cooperation, security, and privacy,
the current work introduces a specific trust policy to provide a base of linked
trusted entities for all further regulation purposes. Such expressivity allows the
definition of specific trust policy, negotiating different levels of binding between
the cloud user and his trustworthy entities.

The Trust-Establishment-Protocol (TEP) depicted in Fig. 2 is responsible
for trust-condition negotiation, starting from a hardware-based root of trust.
Once a root of trust is authenticated based on the trust policy, a security con-
text is established through a Trust Point capable of enforcing cloud-specific
policies in regard to this regulation layer. Before the next cloud layer can be
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Fig. 2. Trust points: network of policy authorities

regulated, a fundamental security context has to established and, based on the
Trust-Establishment-Protocol, the next trustworthy entity is linked to a chain
of trust. The TEP is a cryptographic protocol and uses the TCG Software Stack
(TSS) following the TCG version of the TSS specification [16]. The TEP is
currently part of the Knowledge-based Agent development.

4 The Ontology Concept

The decision to apply an ontology comes from the demand for a formal repre-
sentation of knowledge as a base for a precise semantic interpretation of the reg-
ulation, domain, and security aspects. Due to its reasoning capability, inferring
plays a role for concepts like States, Trust, or Risk, all examples of a represented
knowledge that can never be expressed explicitly but is derived from structural
or security properties of a target system.

Descending from F-Logic, the ontology language ObjectLogic is used [10].
ObjectLogic extends classical predicate calculus with an object-oriented pro-
gramming paradigm and follows the closed-world assumption for knowledge rep-
resentation that assures stable conditions and system states of an expected real
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Fig. 3. Multiple-ontology architecture

world. The distributed architecture depicted in Fig. 3 treats the aspect of regu-
lation, the target of regulation, and the aspect of security as separate conceptual
frameworks.

Besides the regulation formalisation, the target of regulation, the public
cloud, can be formally modelled using an axiomatic language introducing all
required cloud concepts as domain vocabulary. From the architectural point of
view, the ontology approach allows a system design in stages, starting from
some required base concepts that can be formally engineered into more complex
system concepts. Both ontologies are well-suited for the demonstration of the
base principle in order to establish a structurally and behaviourally regulated
concrete cloud system.

The security ontology extends the function-driven domain formalisation with
quality-driven concepts like Assets, Confidentiality, and Availability, providing
a foundation for the expression of these concepts in authenticated, integrity-
protected, or encrypted states, for example [6,7]. The current work extends the
security consideration through a security-model conceptualisation. Security mod-
els provide a formal representation of the access-control security policy [13]. The
use of a Mandatory Access Control (MAC) model mitigates deficiencies of stan-
dard UNIX-based access-control models; the cloud user is given the security
background needed to take over responsibility for security management.

The distributed ontology design is still under development; it will be extended
based on the evaluation results of the current Cloud-Kit proof-of-concept and
will be published in a specialised paper about the conceptualisation approach.

5 The Cloud-Kit Reference Project

The idea of a Cloud Kit is modularisation: the cloud user is faced with a
new role as designer of trustworthy cloud services as opposed to his generally
accepted service-consuming role, which is influenced by the Trusted Computing
Group (TCG) specification standards [15] describing architectural submissions
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and processes to establish trusted multi-tenant infrastructures. The main con-
cepts behind the design principles are the Trusted Context and the Trusted
System Domain.

The distinction between cloud user and cloud provider remains, but their
authorities are fully reviewed and redefined. The cloud user must now select the
right conditions for his own architectural design of a cloud foundation commen-
surate with his compliance requirements. One of the cloud provider’s responsi-
bilities is the preparation of well-founded infrastructural environments for the
cloud user’s independently designed cloud-service concept.

The Trusted Context represents a verified cloud provider’s identity and pro-
vides cryptographic key artefacts for further mutual negotiations between both
parties, thus separating all communication from other cloud users on the same
cloud platform. The usage of cryptographic keys for signing and encryption main-
tains the cloud user’s confidence in his connection to the target cloud-provider
platform and allows him to adjust the technical preconditions by computing
cryptographically signed cloud-platform properties in regard to his base require-
ments.

The Trusted System Domain is a runtime home base equipped with instru-
ments and controlling resources. Through the use of cryptographic artefacts, it
is able to establish a secure channel between the cloud user and the Trusted
System Domain.

The cloud architectural reference model was first introduced in [9] and enables
the evaluation of a dynamically established interconnected Trust-Point backbone
following the model in Sect. 3.2. Rooted in a trusted IT platform layer and reach-
ing the service layer, different Trust Points control ontology-provided policies and
trustworthily report the current trust and system state. The proof of concept
should resolve the following points:

– trust policy enforcement: The proof of concept verifies the roll-out of policy
agents based on TEP; they are responsible for policy enforcement and for
providing technical interfaces to transform diverse regulation goals.

– satisfiability of domain concept: It is important to verify the degree of
detail of each object’s specification to model an arbitrary cloud architecture.

– policy coverage: The policy conceptualisation has to provide a generalisation
able to express different governance objectives [5,14] in order to control specific
processing alignments.

– policy expressiveness: The concept of constraints largely determines the
process of context-oriented regulation refinement. It is important to prove
the expressiveness of the underlying constraint conceptualisation in regard to
different levels of constraining aspects.

– policy transformation capabilities: Transformations induce costs in terms
of duration, computing time, and synchronisation, so the question of transfor-
mation efficiency remains open.
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6 Outlook

The current work demonstrates a fully new approach to cloud system manage-
ment where trust is deliberately established as a foundation for the cloud user’s
regulation range, allowing the design of a user-defined cloud service environment.

The issue of the assured system state is currently under development. Once
the cloud user can effectively enforce different policies, he needs confidence that
the established system state will not change without his knowledge.

During the development of a powerful declarative regulation framework, con-
tractually defined one-way policy control requires extended declarative concepts
restricting the cloud provider from influencing running policies defined by the
cloud user. Here it is important to integrate the support of different security
models into the current regulation conceptualisation.

As part of the cloud-domain ontology, Connections are essential conceptual
elements that establish the system state and deploy a horizontally driven rela-
tionship model. Each instance of a Connection affects both functional and secu-
rity policy design.

The concept of Connections has to be extended to introduce the Trust-
Establishment-Protocol (TEP) depicted in Fig. 2 and deploy a vertical relation-
ship model. The protocol design is still under development but should become
an integrated part of the Connection conceptualisation.

Successfully finalising both the support of extended security models and the
regulated establishment of vertical trustworthy Connections provides the foun-
dation for a user-defined cloud policy.
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